Legal Checklist for

COACHES & CONSULTANTS
BUSINESS FORMATION

BLOG
DESIGN
EINFOR
& THE
BANK
ACCOUNT

Register your business as an LLC or
corporation to protect your personal
assets and take advantage of significant
tax advantages. Also check your local
rules and regulations for required
licenses, permits and zoning restrictions.

Get an EIN (tax ID) for your business from
the IRS (takes 5 minutes online) and open
separate bank accounts so that you don't
EVER mix your personal and business
finances. Keeping finances separate is
critical to maintaining liability protection
and minimizing taxes.

COACHING AGREEMENT

FOR THE BLOG
DESIGN
WEBSITE
DOCUMENTS

Your Coaching Agreement will be one
of the most important documents in
your business. Use it to manage
expectations, define important terms
like scope, payments, refunds and
cancellations, and other key terms.

These consist of your Privacy Policy
(REQUIRED by law), Terms and
Conditions (lays down the rules on how
your site can be used), and Disclaimers
(containing essential CYA provisions in
case someone injures themselves or
misuses the information on your site).

HIRING A TEAM

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

ALWAYS use the CORRECT contract
(Independent Contractor Agreement or
Employment Agreement) when hiring
VAs, designers, copywriters, and other
team members. It should define the
scope of the work, payments, refunds,
ownership of IP, and other key issues.

Register your trademarks (logo, name,
tagline, etc.) and copyrights (PDFs, videos,
etc.) so you have recourse if someone rips off
your brand or re-sells your content. Also
make sure you don't infringe on anyone
else's IP when selecting a business name or
using pictures.downloaded from the Internet.

MARKETING LEGALLY

VIRTUAL & LIVE EVENTS

Make sure you comply with CAN-SPAM
(regulating commercial e-mails), the
FTC's affiliate disclosure rules (if you
post affiliate links), FTC regulations on
using reviews and testimonials, and the
many other state and federal rules
relating to marketing and advertising.

If you're doing a workshop or a live
event, online or offline, you should
have all participants and attendees
sign contracts that limit your liability
for injuries and damages and imposes
strict confidentiality requirements.

https://renegade-legal.com

Congratulations!

The fact that you downloaded this legal checklist tells me you’re the type
of person who stands ready to face a challenge head-on, rather than
ignoring the difficult parts of running a business until they come blowing
up in your face.
And by making yourself aware of these foundational issues, you've
already put yourself way ahead of most entrepreneurs.
If you're ready to get started with protecting your business, head on over
to the Contract Shop, where you’ll find fill-in-the-blank contract
templates with step-by-step video walks-throughs you through exactly
how to customize each template to fit YOUR unique business.
And if you're ready to get a more in-depth legal education on key issues
such as registering the correct business entity, hiring employees and
independent contractors, marketing and advertising legally, protecting
your trademarks and copyrights, and get immediate access to ALL the
contract templates, consider signing up for the VIP Membership and
become part of the Renegade tribe!

About Me:
Hi, I'm Liz: Multi-award winning business
attorney, IP strategist, part-time nomad,
and lifelong nonconformist on a mission to
make legal protection accessible to every
small business owner and online
entrepreneur. I combine my two law degrees
and nearly a decade of experience to help
business owners develop and implement
effective strategy, asset protection, contracting and negotiation skills, and
marketing practices that are not only effective, but also compliant with
important laws that most “gurus” don’t even know exist.
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